
Distant Adventures
...is a lightweight roleplaying game for any setting or theme, with simple character creation  
and conflict resolution based around gaining group Momentum. The game can be played 
as a single “one-off” session, or with the same characters multiple times in an evolving 
campaign. Each player will need some scrap paper and 5 six-sided dice (D6) to play.

Start the Adventure
After choosing a setting or theme (such as high fantasy, zombies, stone age, space travel, etc.) one player 
takes on the role of Storyteller, who will help direct the plot, create and play as the opponents, track 
Momentum, and resolve situations. All other players create a character that fits the world (for best results try 
not to consult with the rest of the group). The Storyteller sets the initial scene, and play begins.

Character Creation
Each character needs a name and 5 “things” chosen 
by the player. Every session each character also gets 
2 Fate, which can be spent for extra dice re-rolls. Each 
player can write and manage these however they 
want.

Characters and opponents are composed of “things”, 
which are features, characteristics, defining qualities, 
equipment, keepsakes, etc. of that person. Parallels 
can be drawn from books or movies where you initially 
know a few “things” about a character, and they 
develop and grow over the course of the plot.

Examples from popular media:
• Indiana Jones “professor, archaeologist, fear of 

snakes, tough, whip”
• Spiderman “agile, spidey sense, web shooters, 

scientist, climber”
• Hal 9000 “AI, pilot, facial recognition, lip reader, 

rule follower”

Example of How the Game Plays
On a rainy street in Neo Tokyo a police unit is patrolling 
towards the outlaw players. A netrunner Jack and his 
armored friend Tank are trying to get past the police to 
the massive corporate tower in the distance.
The Storyteller sets 1 Perfect Momentum as the goal for 
both the players and opponents.
Jack acts first and tries to duck into an alley and sneak 
past the police. His “thing” of “tricky” applies, so Jack rolls 
5D6 and gets a 1, 2, 5, 6, 6. He keeps the 5 and 6, and re-
rolls (since a “thing” applied) the other 3D6. The result is a 
1, 2, 4. Combined there is a Slight Streak of 4, 5, 6. The 
Storyteller lets Jack know he’s hidden, then marks 1 
Slight towards the player’s group Momentum goal.
Next the police act, with the Storyteller having Sergeant 
Jong Wu moving forward to try to get an ID scan on 
Tank. The Sergeant doesn’t have an applicable “thing”, so 
the Storyteller just rolls 5D6, getting 1, 1, 6, 6, 6, which is a 
Dud. Since no “thing” was used, a Slight Streak is added 
to the player’s group Momentum, which combines with 
the existing Streak Jack got to make 1 Average Streak.
Tank takes offense to the scan, and lunges forward and 
tries to headbutt Jong Wu, using his “thing” of “pit fighter”. 
He rolls 5D6 and play continues.

Growing a Character
Throughout a campaign each character should gain 1 new “thing” at the end of each session. This pace can be 
changed by the Storyteller depending on the type and length of campaign.

“Things” can also be granted temporarily as part of the story, such as finding gear and equipment.

Turns
The game is meant to be flexible and free flowing, with the Storyteller presenting a situation, and the players 
deciding how to work through it.

Starting with whatever player makes sense for the situation, each player gets a Turn, where their character 
performs up to 10 seconds of actions and can prompt a single dice roll per Turn. Afterwards the Storyteller 
gets a Turn with an opponent, then onto the next player in a round robin style.
Note the opponent could be the environment, obstacles, or difficulty, just anything the Storyteller acts with.



Momentum
Each situation has a Momentum goal set by the Storyteller for both the players and the opponents. 
Whichever group reaches their goal first “wins” the situation and gets the outcome they wanted (within 
reason). A lower Momentum goal for a group means the situation is easier for them (such as an 
advantageous situation).

There are three tiers of Momentum: Slight, Average, and Perfect, and they automatically combine to a higher 
tier if possible:
2 Slight = 1 Average, 2 Average = 1 Perfect, (which means 4 Slight equals 1 Perfect)

Streaks
To resolve an action, such as firing a gun, bribing a guard, sneaking past a camera, swimming through a 
torrent, etc. dice are used.

To achieve Momentum the player/opponent describes their action, and up to one “thing” involved, then rolls 
5D6. They are looking to get a Streak, which is sequential dice, such as 3, 4, 5. A Slight Streak is 3 dice in a row, 
Average is 4, and Perfect is 5.

If a “thing” is involved, they can keep as many dice as they want and re-roll the rest once. The player can also 
choose to spend Fate to keep the dice and re-roll again.

If the player gets a Streak, the action succeeds (to varying degrees of effectiveness depending on the Streak 
length). Then the resulting Streak is added to the group Momentum, towards the total goal for the situation.

Duds
If no Streak is rolled the action is considered a “Dud” and fails. If a “thing” was used for the roll, it is forfeited and 
cannot be used for the rest of the situation. The player can thematically describe how this happened.
If a Dud is rolled but no “thing” was used a Slight Streak is awarded to the other group’s Momentum.

Decisive Situation
The exception to this setup is a Decisive situation, when there isn’t time or the environment for a drawn out, 
back-and-forth conflict. No Momentum goal is used in such a situation.

In a Decisive situation the acting person declares their intent first, then both the player and opponent roll and 
try to get the longest Streak they can. The winner achieves what they want, without a need for a Momentum 
goal.
On a tie whoever has a Streak with the highest number wins (so a player with 2, 3, 4 would lose to an 
opponent with 4, 5, 6). If there is still a tie (including both getting a Dud), completely re-roll and try again.

Storyteller Tips
• Have a loose plot and situations that aren’t tightly related, so that you can improvise and let the story 

change in reaction to the players. No one likes being stuck on a forced “railroad”.
• Let the players get involved in the story as much as possible, such as describing their Duds and 

Perfects, providing locations/people to visit, fleshing out the environment and situations, and so on.
• When setting a Momentum goal account for each player/opponent getting around 1 Slight Streak at a 

minimum, then consider how many Turns you roughly want the situation to go. For example with four 
players 1 Perfect as a goal would typically give them only a Turn each.

• For basic opponents only having 1-3 “things” defined is good, as Duds are more impactful and the 
opponents are easier to create and manage.



• Use the provided Situation Sheet for tracking Momentum. The filled in example here has the players 
with 1 Slight, 1 Average (from 2 Slights before), and a goal of 1 Perfect, against the opponents who have 
1 Average and 1 Perfect with a goal of 2 Perfect.

Group Slight Average Perfect  Goal

Players I  I   I I 1 P
Opponents I I 2 P

Situation Example #1
Lance is driving hard while being chased by three gang members on motorcycles. The pursuit has been happening for a 
while, and Lance already got his hand shot up (after forfeiting his “thing” of “driver” on a Dud result). The Storyteller has 
set a Momentum goal of 2 Perfect. The players have amounted 1 Slight, 1 Average, and 1 Perfect towards the goal. The 
opponents only have 1 Perfect.
Lance tries to swerve into one of the motorcycles, rolling 5D6 and getting a Dud, and without a “thing” this means the 
opponents get 1 Slight towards their goal of 1 Perfect. Then the nearest ganger unloads a full magazine into the car, 
rolling 5D6 with the “thing” of “UZI submachinegun”. The Storyteller gets a 1, 3, 4, 4, 5, and keeps the 3, 4, 5 and re-rolls 
2D6. Bad luck for the players, as a 1, 6 is rolled, combining for a Perfect Streak. The Storyteller has won the situation, so 
the bullets punch through the car, spinning it out of control and into the railing.

Example #2
After two days lost in the wilderness Casey and Malcolm are getting desperate. Malcolm decides to try to climb a tree 
to get a better view. The Storyteller determines this is a Decisive situation. Malcolm rolls 5D6 with a “thing” of “spare rope”  
applying, but gets a Dud (against an Average Streak from the tree).
His “athletic” is forfeit and he starts to fall from the tree. Casey tries to catch him, which is another Decisive situation. She 
rolls 5D6 and applies “weightlifter”, getting a 1, 2, 2, 5, 5. Casey keeps a 5 and re-rolls 4D6, getting 1, 4, 5, 6, which 
combines to make a Slight Streak of 4, 5, 6. The Storyteller rolls for the difficulty of Malcolm’s fall, getting a Slight Streak 
of 3, 4, 5. The player has a higher number of 6 in their Streak, so they win the tie, and Casey manages to catch Malcolm.

Example #3
Icarus is weaving his spaceship through a field of asteroids, with Tanice handling the blaster turrets. The Storyteller has 
set a Momentum goal of 1 Perfect for the players, but a mere 1 Average for the asteroids given how dense the field is. 
Icarus rolls 5D6 and uses “pilot” to try to dodge around a particularly large rock, getting a Slight Streak.
The asteroids glance off the ship’s shields, with the Storyteller also rolling a Slight Streak.
Tanice tries to fire at the nearest asteroids to clear a path, using the “thing” of “blaster turret”, getting an Average Streak 
of 2, 3, 4, 5. She decides to spend 1 Fate to re-roll the remaining 1D6, luckily getting a 6 to combine into a Perfect Streak, 
which wins the situation for the players, as their spaceship cruises to safety out the other side.

Example #4
The rope holding ex-soldier Hank to the cliff face just snapped, which the Storyteller determines is a Decisive situation. 
The Storyteller rolls 5D6 to represent the challenge of the cliff, getting a 1, 2, 3, 3, 6, which is a Slight Streak. Hank tries to 
grab a handhold as he falls, but has no “thing” that applies. He rolls 5D6, getting a 1, 3, 4, 4, 6, which would be a Dud. Hank 
decides to spend 1 Fate, and keeps the 3 and 4 and re-rolls the other 3D6. He gets a 1, 2, 4, which combines into an 
Average Streak of 1, 2, 3, 4. Hank wins with a longer Streak, and manages to grab a handhold.

Dice Odds
0 re-roll 1 re-roll 2 re-rolls

Dud 55% 25% 12%
Slight 29% 36% 31%

Average 12% 28% 37%
Perfect 3% 10% 19%
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